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INSIDE
DLibrary is evacuated as gas fumes
set off alarms, see page 3.
. D After the News goes to the circus,
see page 13.
DAthletic fee gets mixed response
from readers, see page 8.
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Resolution
calls for
lower fee

. st~udents

by Cindi Milam

by Angela Barham

Future news

Future news

A resolution was introduced to the student senate by
Sen. Stuart James Tuesday
calling for a reduction in the
recently set athletic fee. The
resolution also calls for the
university to postpone a proposal to raise the student
health fee.
tion will probably be considered by the senate at their
meeting next Tuesday. The
athletic fee setting committee
recently adopted a proposal
that would require students
to pay a $15 athletic fee per
semester, except for the summer semester.
Students
would also be charged $1.42
per class credit hour.
James said the resolution
does not ask for the athletic
fee to be abolished, but that
the amount of the fee be
reduced. "Student sentiment
was against the athletic fee,''
James said. He wrote the
resolution because he feels
"Student Government 'needs
to take action on the issue.''
Fee, page 5

scramble
for scarce spaces

What UCF student does
not know the hopeless feeling
of cruising the parking lots in
vain before settling for a sand
.trap half a mile from class?
The 1983-84 academic year
opened last fall with 15,629
registered students but only
3, 7 51 parking spaces to accommodate them. Twice that
_ number of automobiles, or
6,000 to 7,000, can be expected during peak hours on
campus, according UCF officials. And the problem only
seems to get worse.
UCF Architect Robert
Webb and Civil Engineer
Mike Spinnato agree that the
problem goes back to the early days of the university.
'.' We've had to struggle for
every parking lot and every
road we have," says Spinnato. ''And of course the cost
has gone up.''
In 1972, the cost for conTim Barto/Future
s t ruction of one parking space
Finding a place to park is difficult these days. Many
was $225, whereas today the
students have been forced to resort to pa,rking their cars any
figure is at $67 5, according to
place that resembles a parking space; even if it means getting
Spinnato. He also said that
a ticket.
initially the state provided
"D-funds" from taxes off the

Drinking age bill dies again
by Carey J asa

ballot may carry an amendment to raise the drinking
age. Sen. Richard Langley,
Although a bill designed to R-Lake Minneola, and Rep.
raise the legal drinking age Fran Carlton, D-Orlando, are
from 19 to 21 died in a state co-chairing an initiative petilegislature committee, the tion as an alternative to
idea of raising the age has not legislation in an effort to brdied.
ing the decision to the people.
The bill, HB 21, was tabled A represen ta ti ve from
again by the House Carlton's office said that the
Regulated Industries and petition needs 300,000
Licensing Committee in a 13 signatures before the amendto 8 vote Jan. 10. Last year's ment can be placed on the
vote was 11 to 10 against the ballot. Also, the bill may be
bill.
tacked on to a highway apThere is, however, a compa- · propriations bill.
nion bill in the Senate, SB 51,
If approved, the bill would
that will address the issue. become effective Jan. 1, 1985.
Also, the November 1984 Those born before Dec. 31,
Future news

sale of gasoline and oil, and
that the first seven of UCF's
i6 paved lots were constructed through this fund.
The Florida Department of
Transportation withdrew this
practice in 1972 and since
then all parking lots and
roads. have. been funded
through the sale of decals.
But at an average price of $18
per decal, including students,
faculty and staff, there should
· be a sizable annual account.
But the decal account's
balance sheet from Oct. 21,
1983 showed a year-to-date
total of roughly $94,000 loaned out to other campus funds
and departments. A hefty
$71,500 went toward intercollegiate athletics alone.
According to Florida
statute 240.267, concerning
the use of traffic and parking
moneys, ''Moneys collected
from parking assessments
and infraction fines shall be
deposited in appropriate
funds and shall be used to
defray the adniinistrative and
operating costs of the traffic
and parking program at th~
institution, to provide for adParking, page 6

1965 would be exempt. The
bill would make it a second
degree misdemeanor for those
under 21 to possess alcoholic
beverages and to misrepresent their age. The same
charge would be applied to
persons serving alcohoJ to
those . under 21. However,
thpse over 18 would be permitted
to
work
in
establishments that serve
alcohol.
The UCF Student Government as well as the Florida
Student Association has
c.o me out against the amendment because they say it
Bill, page 6

Off the trail

SOC worth the drive down OBT
Beginning this issue, the
Future will start its coverage
of UCF's South Orlando Campus with its "Off the Trail"
feature. Bureau chief Vivian
Katz is a student at the SOC
and is a former features editor
with the Future.
by Vivian ·Katz
South Orlando Bureau

Its reputation precedes it
whether one travels north

from Kissimmee or south
from Fairvilla. It is a haven
for
undesirable
and
disreputable businesses and
even the abbreviation of its
name is derogatory. It is four
to six lanes that compose
highway 441 somewhere between Sand Lake Road and
Colonial Drive. It is the infamous South Orange
Blossom Trail.
It is in this area that UCF's
South Orlando Campus is

located, offering students a
chance to benefit from a
higher education without attending classes at the main
· campus in east Orange County. For older students, it is an
opportunity to attend classes
without all the frivolity of the
main campus. For those who
do not live on.Alafaya Trail, it
is an opportunity to attend
classes without subsidizing
SOC, page 4

The lone reader

Vinh Nguyen Xuan/Futureln

A student finds a quiet aisle in the library to thumb through
the pages of a favored book.

p=1~1~}:s

Friday's briefing
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.N ews beat
Anorexia nervosa to be discussed
The Student Health Service education program and the
Residential Life Services are co-sponsoring a program on
anorexia nerv0sa at 8 p.m. Feb. 21 in the Commons. Dr. Martin Lazoritz will be the guest speaker. For more information,
call the Health Center at 275-2111.

Whitney to highlight jazz concert
A jazz benefit concert, sponsored ·by the UCF Friends of
Music, will be held Monday at 8 p.m. in the Music Rehearsal .
Hall. Tickets are $3 at the door and proceeds will go to UCF's
music scholarship fund. The concert will feature jazz artists
John Whitney, Robert Petta, Don Scaletta, Ron Miller,
Mousey Alexander and Terrie Richards.

Gospel concert planned for Feb. 14
The UCF Baptist Campus Mirlistry will sponsor a gospel
music concert with the group Truth at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 14 in th~
Student Center Auditorium. The group has recorded 30
albums and appeared before audiences in 13 countries. Tickets
are $6 at the door and $5 at area religious bookstores.

Starquest searching for players
The Starquest Drum and Bugle Corps is having an open
house and rehearsal to recruit new members from 1 to 5 p.m.
Sunday at Oviedo High School. The band is looking to fill positions for horns, drums and color guard. Applicants must be 22
years of age or under. For more information, call Richard
Mann at 282-3305.

t

Awards winners all smiles

photo/Luis Aparico Jr.

Three communications students were awarded $600 scholarships Jan. 19. The scholarships
were awarded by the Florida Public Relations Association with funds raised through the
Charlie Wadsworth and Curt Stanton roasts last year. Pictured left to right are Charlie
Wadsworth, Christina Mayers, Julie Norris, Mary McKinney and Curt Stanton.

People in the news

UCF faculty members
played an important part in
the Florida Music Educators
Association annual conference in Daytona Beach
Jan. 5-7. Jerry Gardner and
The UCF Alumni Association is sponsoring a pre-game "All John Whitney were clinicians
You Can Eat and Drink': pizza party for UCF basketball fans and chairman Gary Wolf
before the Feb. 3 game against Florida Southern College. The served on a panel, ''Music
party will begin at 5:30 p.m. in the University Dining Room. Education in the '80s.''
Tickets for the party are $7. For more inforinati'on, call
275-2233.

Alumni Association sponsors party

•••
Gary Wolf, chairman of the
UCF music department, ac.companied Winter Park tenor
Louis Roney on piano at a
recital at the Ormond Hotel in
Ormond Bea~h· Jan. 7.

•••

A $500 grant. was recently
presented to Debbie Matturo
of the Angel Flight Society
by Bernie Butterworth of the
Central Florida Air Force
Association. The organization
assists UCF 's Air Force
ROTC detachment 159 during formal ceremonies and
social events.

Campus close-up

Workshop focuses on drug problem
A three-day workshop exploring practical prevention of
alcohol and drug abuse at home and in school will be held Feb.
6-8 at the Las Palmas Inn on International Drive in Orlando.
The workshop, sponsored by UCF, the U.S. Navy and the National Committee for Prevention of Alcoholism and Drug
Dependency, will feature many experts and is open to
everyone. For more information, call 275-2123.

Soap star at enrichment clinic
Arlene Dahl, television personality, author and actress, will
be speaking at the Woman's Enrichment Clinic March 16 at
the Orlando Expo Centre. Dahl, of ABC's One Life to Live, will
speak on "Beyond Beauty." Tickets for the event are $10 and
include Dahl's lecture, choice of three other sessions, refreshment breaks and lunch. For more information, call 275-2824.

English skills test time announced
The spring English proficiency exam will be given Feb. 9
from 7 to 9 p.m. in HFA 126. For more information call the
English department at 275-2212.

Secretary of state wants artists
Florida Secretary of State George Firestone invites all performing arts groups interested to appear in the "Live! At the
Capitol" series during the upcoming legislative session. The
series consists of one-hour performances starting at noon each
weekday during the session, which is scheduled to begin April
3 and end June 1. The goal of the series is to make the performing arts more accessible to the public and provide a showcase
for performing groups. Musical, dance and theater groups are
welcome to participate. For more information, call the Division
of Cultural Affairs, Department of State at 904-488-3956.

Greek game no funGreekopoly, the board game
developed by University of
Arizona student Alan
Klibanoff, is not really that
fun, according to the National
Interfraternity Conference
Inc. The conference says even
though the board game was
developed by a fraternity
member, it "projects a very
negative image of greek life,
with references made to sex,
partying
and
an tiIFC, / Panhellenic
sentiments." The conference
contacted Parker Brothers to
alert them to possible
Monopoly copyright infringement and alerted national
fraternities whose names
were listed on the board
game . Klibanoff says a
percentage of the profits from
the $12.98 game will go to ·
cancer research.
• • •
Student loses $3,200 in aidA female student who refused
to sign a "statement of compliance" with the draft has
lost $3,200 m federal aid.
Melissa Barker, a sociology

graduate student at the
University of Oregon, is
challenging the federal
regulation in court with two
other women denied aid for
the same reason. The Committee Against Registration
and the Draft is filing suit
against .the Department of
Education, which added the
requirement that females sign
compliance forms as part of
its implementation of the
Solorr-on Amendment. The
Solomon Amendment requires males to register in
order to receive financial aid.
• • •
Students required to voteA 20 percent turnout is now
constitutionally required in
University of Texas-Aur.tin
student government elections. A referendum there
passed the constitutional
amendment, even though only five percent of the students
voted. Since then, two
challenges to the validity of
the change have been filed
with the student judicial commission.
• • •
Protesting students jailedThree students at Yale
University were jailed after
they tried to shut· down the
New Haven armed forces
recruitment office in an effort
to "prevent our government

from - invading Nicaragua,"
they said. Refusing pleabargained fines of $25, the
women, all members of
''Spinsters Opposed to
Nuclear Genocide," face
$1,000 fines or · one-year jail
sentences.

Students plead no contest
in vandalism trial- Three
former members of Florida
State University's Kappa
Alpha fraternity pleaded no
contest Jan. 10 to charges of
criminal mischief. Bobby
Bourgeois, Leonard Hamby
Jr. and Bret Carson confessed
to breaking into the rival
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
house and vandalizing the kitchen by throwing mustard on
the floor and walls. Carson
also confessed to throwing
firecrackers through a broken
window as he left. Shortly
after the men left, a fire broke
out in the A TO house causing
about $150,000 in damages.
The men could be fined up to
$5,000 and be jailed up to five
years.From FSU Flambeau

'1! .
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Library is evacuated after alarms go off
by Joe Jervis
Future news

Students were forced to
evacuate the UCF library,
and campus radio station
WUCF-FM temporarily
halted broadcasting Tuesday,
after gasoline fumes from 'construction machinery set off
snioke detectors in the basement of the old section of the
building.
University Police Sgt. Tom
Gorbas reported that a makeshift wall dividing the base-

ment of the library from the ·1y determined the cause of the
area of construction failed to alarm, and the . offending
keep fumes from setting off machinery was moved.
the detectors. Gorbas said
The police station received
that after the police station the alarm at approximately
received the fire signal, he in- 2:45 p.m. WUCF had to temvestigat.e d to determine porarily leave the air minutes
whether there was an actual later as the staff of the stafire or if a prankster had pull- tion evacuated. Disc jockey
ed the alarm. Gorbas said, ''I Ann Savage admitted to became down to the where the ing a little bewildered as to
wall is and the air was thick what to tell her radio auwith smoke and fumes."' He dience. ''I just told them we
then summoned the Orange would be leaving the air for a
County Fire Department.
few moments," sh~ said. "I
The Fire Department quick- didn't want to say that the

building might be on fire.'' ·
Several students said that
they were confused about
what to do when the· alarm
· sounded. "I haven't been in a
fire drill since high school,''
said one. "I really didn't
know where to go or what to
do, or whether it was a joke or
not."
Students and staff spent 30
minutes waiting outside the
library as the cause of the
alarm was investigated.
Those waiting to get back into the basement section of.the

old library had to wait several
minutes longer for the fumes
to clear.
Shortly before the alarm,
Director of Instruction
Resources Dr. Robert Arnold
requested that radio/TV Professor Joe Hall move his
broadcasting class into
another room_ since ongoing
work overhead might result in
a cave-in. Falling concrete
damaged radio and television
facilities Dec. 12, 1983 when a
portion of the ceiling caved in.

UCF cable channe1 ·35 goes on the air today
by Joe Jervis
Future news

UCF will begin operating a
non-broadcast, cable only,
television station beginning
today. Customer.s of. Evans
Cable System will be able to
view the station on their cable
channel 35.
Heading · up the channel is
Keith Fowles, formerly
general manager of WUCFFM, and recently named
general manager of radio and
television for the university.
Fowles' new responsibilities
will involve the development ·
of instructional programming
courses for credit and noncredit..
He said that the type of programming to be developed for
credit will be very similar to
the "Biology of Man" series.
Informational programming
such as that produced by the

Smithsonian InstitUte will be
shown for non-credit viewing.
The Office of Instructional
Development, under Dr. Eve
Hoth, produced two courses
for the channel last semester.
The courses were produced in
the Lecture Presentation
Room in Instructional
Resources. One was a health
series, the other a music
series.
''Any new instructional or
information programming
produce.d at UCF 'for the
channel will be produced with
hands-on experience from the
radio/television students,"
Fowles said. It is presently
uncertain as to how revenue
for programming will be raised.
UCF's channel will initially
be offering between two and
three hours of instructional
programming per day. The
rest of the time the channel

. will carry WUCF-FM's radio
signal.
So far only Evans Cable has
committed a channel to UCF,
but Fowles said that it is
hoped Orange Seminole
Cablevision and other cable
systems Will allow UCF to use
one of their channels in the
future.
Taking over for Fowles as·
g~neral manager of WUCF is
Chuck Ruby. Originally from
Elyria, Ohio, Ruby has ~ork
ed for the past several years
at WMFE-FM (90) as a
membership officer and jazz_
programmer.
/
Ruby said that he is very
excited by the opportunities
at UCF. He also said, "I'm
very impressed _ with the
quality of the students working at WUCF. I've worked
with college 'radio students
before and the ones here are
very much above average.''

'.Ruby was music director for
the Kent State radio station
WKSU.
Despite his experience with
public radio, Ruby said that
he will not make any on-air
fund-raising efforts at
WUCF. He said that
although many .college radio
stations employ such tactics,
he considers them poor for

Like to
The Future

morale. He said that the station will instead concentrate
on very aggressive underwriting campaigns.
·At this time, Ruby has no
plans for any programming
changes at WUCF-FM. He
said that he is satisfied with
the operation of th~ station
and that any changes will be
minor "fine tuning."

write~

needs

freelance

reporters. Call or stop by the
editorial.office, 275-2601._

PASSCLAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
to teach the CLAST competencies.
·

• 48HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
•AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
•FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
•CAMERA REPAIRS
•FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION:mountlng,
texturlzlng,and spraying
.~ember:

GETTING READV: FOR THE CLAST, $1 o.95 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 2so pp.
.
Thousands of CLAST examp!es and sample t~sts.
MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook, $10.95, 202 pp.
Teaches how to cope with test anxi_
ety,
·

Professional Photograp~c Society of Central Florid~ '.

tn your
OPEN M-F 10;00-6;00
SAT. 10;00-5;00

6n-5558

10% student
Discount

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!
or

send your check for the price plus $1.00 to:
H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater, FL
33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835. .

ARNOLD ART & GRAPHICS
ARTIST SUPPLIES
Discount with college ID

Caring for the students' needs·

MAJOR BRANDS

l!l:I:

I Ill r

• : . •' 1

11 ;

D'•., ·~:.1!,-:. ~·

•
1

•DRAFTING TABLES• AIRBRUSHES• ARCHES PAPER
CRESCENT MATBOARDS • STRATHMORE • BIENFANG • GRUMBACHER • ULANO • FREDRIX
•WINSOR & NEWTON• FRAMES• EASELS• LIQUl-TEX •KOH-I-NOOR

AmSTS' I
I SUPPLIES

I

538 NORTH BUMBY

894-6621
"SERVING ORLANDO SINCE 1946"
ACROSS THE STREET FROM COLONIAL PLAZA

.

.Paae 4~_ ·
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GllLD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPLESS 1HAN
THEIR GllLDREN.
Most child abusers are
truly unable to help
thems'elves. They were
abused while growing
up. so they've learned
no 1 other way to raise
their own children. Because ttiey are so helpless ab.out raising their
own children. child
abusers are as much the '
victims of a vicib s
cyc le as the children
they abuse. Yet child
abusers can be helped.

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY

TRADITION.WRITE:

•

National Committee for
Prevention of Ch ild Abuse .
Box 2866. Chicago. 111 60690

A Public Service ol This Newspaper
& The Adver11s1ng Counc il

"'I"
~,j~~

21; 1984 ~ . -:

Union holds
elections,
plans year

SQC--------.---~.-------------from page_I
the East-West Expressway
over a period of 10 semesters.
Located at 7300 Lake
Ellenor Dr., SOC is situated
on $1 ~ million worth of land
donated by the Martin
Marietta Company on the fringes of Orlando Central
Park's Lake Ellenor'. According to SOC' s director and
resident guidance counselor,
Dr. Richard C. Harden, enrollment for the 1983 fall
semester was 1,125 and this
semester about 1,050
.students are attending SOC.
Students have many good
reasons for attending SOC.
Parking is free and within
walkin~ ·distance of the

school's two buildings. For
those who do not attend
classes at the main campus,
registration is as easy as a
phone call to Dorothy
Westenhofer at 855-0$83.
And there is a health fee
waiver-a savings of $18 per
semester.
SOC has a small bookstore
and library. If a student
needs material from the main
campus library, a courier can
bring it Monday, Wednesday
and Friday mornings free of
charge. There is also a study
room and snack bar, the latter
equipped with hot and cold
drink, snack, cigarette and
change machines.

I

SOC students are even
represented in Student
Government by Sen. Rob Rotter and Dana Menk, wlio
along with their predecessors,
have worked to provide SOC by Wayne Starr
students with a copier, Future news
typewriter and Apple U com~. J
. 1.iri"··
puter.
I J.
M~k r ~ochem was e!e~ted
- Harden, who can' o~ found pr~s~detrt ~f ~oht1c.al
procuring podiums for . ~c1en~/l>r'.e-Law Uruon at its
economics professors and first ~eet~ng ~f the seme.ster
emptying ashtrays, says he is and said his primary ~oal is to
working to build SOC for the _ c~eate.a closer working relabenefit and convenience of his t10nship between faculty and
· students. This semester, "Off st~dents.
.
.
We need a link connectmg
the Trail" will feature stories
on budgeting, class schedules, the st~?ents and . th~' p~o
Student Government and fessors, Jochem said. With
traffic.
the -political science department stuck in an out-of-theway office on the fourth floor
of the Humanities and Fine
Arts building, many students
have little contact with the
department on a day-to-day
basis. We hope the Political
Science Union can help
teachers get i_m portant information across to students and
vice versa.''
To ·t hat end, J ochem says
he has received tentative approval from student body
President Mark Geary for
funding of a political science
bulletin board. A site has yet
to be selected for the board,
where detaiis on such things
as ip.ternships and the Law
School Admissions Test
(LSAT) will be poste?.
I

J

In addition to Jochem, Sally Fiola was elected vicepresident; Lisa Lovell,
secretary and Libby Tomyn,
treasurer.
This being an election year,
Jochem also says he will work
together with Student Center
Program Director Paul
Franzese in an effort to bring
candidates for various
political offices to UCF.
"We don't want to just promote interest in our own
selfish careers,'' J ochem said.
''We want to promote greater
interest in community events
through greater political
awareness."
J ochem said the union
hopes to send a deiegation to
the National Model Senate at
Stetson University in March.
According to outgoing union
president Jim Feurstein, UCF
delegations have done very
well in the past, winning six
of six awards in 1982 and four
of six last year. The union
also sends delegates to represent UCF at the 16th Annual
Suncoast Invitational Model
United Nations at the University of South Florida in Tampa in March.
Other planned activities include mock presidential elections and debates, and a voter
registration drive.
The union is open to all interested students. For more
information, contact the
political science department
at 275~2608 or Mark Jochem
at 629-1753.

Page 5_
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Athletic fee setting committee member Mike Griffin
said that according information presented by Vice President for Business Affairs Phil
Goree at the fee setting committee meeting, the amount
proposed by the corwµ,i ttee
for the athle! ip f~ E9.r is
necessary for two r¥fl~op.s.
The fee would assist in the
building of a contending·
athletic program at UCF and
would also help the athletic
department to deal with its
deficit. According to Griffin,
0

the Board of Regents has ·
allowed UCF three y_ears to
deal with the athletic deficit.
With the $15 fee, "The·deficit
will be coming down,'' Griffin
said.
The Society of Concerned
Students, a recently formed
group of students, has started
a petition di-ive that calls for
allowing DCF'. students to.
make decisions on the athletiC
and health fees through a
referendum vote.
Former Senate Pro Tempore Dave Kiser said,

Why be careful with fire
, in the forest?
Pick a reason.

''Students feel strongly about
this. It hits them in the
pocket.'' Kiser said .that
about 600 · signatures had
been obtained as of Wednesday evening. Although no of:
ficial goal for the number of
signatures the group hopes to
get has been set, some supporters of the petition drive .
said they hope to obtain
several thousand signatures.
Members of the group want
the students to have direct input into the athletic and
health fee issues.
·
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Columbine

.

Wondering what Herschel Walker, Brian Sipe;·
Walt Michaels and·the res·t of .the USFL's New
Jersey Generals are ·up to? Read the FUTURE's
"USFL report" in the sports section each week
during the General's stay at UCF and stay upto-date.
'·

'

FULL SERVICE SALON

'

WALK-INS WELCOME

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
9NIONPARK
:

282·1700
Dally 9·5 &Thurs. tll 8
'

U.S.News & World Report presents

News that
Sticks

.. . in your mind. For planning ahead . .. forming an
opinion .. . building a strong foundation for your personal and your professional life.
Read U.S. News to get bottom-line facts on politics
. . . business . . . the economy. Late-breaking reports on trends that are shaping America's job market
... the way we live . .. your future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

'

r'Money-saving
- - - - ~

I Student Coupon
D YES, send me 23 weeks of
I U.S.News & World Report for only

$7.97. I'll save 50% off the .regular

I

subscri~tion rate and 77% off the

cover price.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

School N a m e - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - ' - - - - - - - _Apt.
• City/State
Zip _ _

I
I

u.s.News

Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
.2400 N St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20037

I
I

.. ________ ..
b INORLO R8PORT

Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCF, brought to you
1 by U.S.News & World Report.
1
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ACTI ON is Jhe Vo l ~ nt ee r Agency
that brings skilled peop le together to
solve local pro bl ems There are p ro·
gram s like VISTA the Peace Co rps
Re rir ed Se nior Volu nr eer Pro gra m
Universi ry Year for ACTION rhe Fosler
Grandparent Program . a nd o rh ers If
you wonr mo re i nfo rmo lio n o r if
you d lik e ro vol unr ee r you r skills
w rire ACTION Woshingro n. DC 20525

AMERICANS-AGREE ON

·.~Al

deprives students of rights
and privileges they deserve as
adults. To combat the amendment, Student Government is
having a 'Voter Awareness
Drive" during voter registration Feb. 1-3, to encourage
students to vote against it if
it appears on the November
ballot, according to student
body President Mark Geary.
Other steps to raise the age
come from the Presidential
Commission on Drunk Driving. Basically, what the commission concluded was that
the state legislatures were not
following the commission's
recommendations to raise the
age to 21.
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12309 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl 32817
273-3631
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10% Discount With UCF ID

Bread 1 Desserts Baked
- -on
-Premises

ParkinQ----------from page 1

ditional parking facilities on up.
According to university atcampus, or for student loan
torney Ashmun Brown t hese
purposes.''
Bryan McManis, member funds are only to be used for
of UCF Traffic and . Parking the three stated purposes in
committee says th~ loans to t he statute. The university
athletics and other depart- has been able to clear a new
ment are breaking the lot by the portable classrooms
statutes and the decal ac- with $100,000 of the decal
count is being used as · a fund, according to Webb. The
remaining $282,000 needed to ·
''slush fund.''
"The thing of it is that complete it has been provided
we're losing money," said ·from an excess amount of
McManis. ''If they're not us- state funds for the new Center
ing the money for parking, it for Engineering and Business
Administration building.
should be invested."
When the lot is finished in
Tim Barto/Future
. But Vice President of
late April it will accomodate
Business Affairs John Goree
466 cars.
says he sees no prohibition in
Both Webb and Spinnato
the statute against decal account loaning. "(This money) strongly point out that UCF
is part of the total funds is the only state university
within the university" which that conducts its own survey
are sometimes transfered work and facilities designing.
You just went"out of busifrom one department to By doing this in-house, Spinness. Because millions
' another to meet payrolls, he nato says, UCF saves
of people are having
said. "Trafic funds are only thousands of dollars on each
their government payone
of those funds. At this project. Hence, he says, "We
ments sent straight to
particular
time the cash flow here get more for our decal
their personal savings
is such that -we have to secure dollars than any other
or checking account.
them from wherever we can.'' school.'' ·
TREASURY
According to Webb, the
Goree said that the departments will begin repajring parking situation will not
these loans next year and that change any time soon since
DIRECT D~POSIT.
You know your money's - it may take up to three years there are no plans for any
before they are totally paid other lots. "We've got to wait
safe and sound.
until we can foresee some
kind
of funding before we can
WHY PAY .
plan a lot.''
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
When asked for a realistic
I
point in time that each stuGO DIRECT TO THE
dent could expect a paved
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.
space, Spinnato replied,
"That question has been asked of me since 1970."

ATTENTION
ALL

CROOKS

U.S.

1111111~1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

Servinc;. the Illustrator, Designer, Fine Artist, Photographer,
Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter

10662 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando
275-9327

~onday ·

25¢ Draft
$1.75 Pitcher 8-11

2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

c1

Call today.

291-93~7

·one block South of 436 on Maitland Ave.

Hot Sandwiches

J %'%%$% i
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CARRIE NATION'S

TAVERN

·

Special Discounts
Day&Nite

Thursday

F~day

All Imports $1.00

Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 9·12
D.J. 8t Dancing

%%%%%%%% %% %% %\%%\%%'

. 24oz Draft
For 75Q 8-11

Tuesday
Wednesday

"Theresa
'
Red Cross
volunteer job
thats made
for yo~

630 itt6n st
Pine Hills

731 ORIENTA PLAZA
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
% %\%\\ 5 \SSSS %\\\\%%%·\\%%%%\\%%% SS

Bill C,osby says:

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
.CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS

* Speeial: Happy Hour
$ 2. 50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports $1.25
M-F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297

50Coff any
Pitcher 8-11

Saturday
Happy Hour 8-11
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Student rate:
50 cents per line

for_sale
_ _ _
Nikkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent condition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after
5pm.

VW convertible, AM-FM cassette, radials,
exc. condition. Red with black top, 56400.
or best offer. Call Ann at 862-6917 ext 127
days, or 695-2417 eves.

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm
Roommate .needed South 15A. Share AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced
3bdrm/1Y2bth house. Female, nonsmoker. manuscript typist! Call Bea 678-1386.
5150/mo Y2 util. Call 282-1449 or 646-5651 Literacy editing available.
ask for Laurie.
Typing/word processing. Thesis, reports,
resumes. etc. High quality typing at
Roommate needed to share 2bdrm/ 2bth. reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
lmi. from campus. Male or female grad. stu- Cindy at 660-1220 or 671-3325, day or eve.
dent prefered. Call 281-0829 for info.

Male roommate wanted to share furn.
1981 Suzuki GS250,garage kept,w/Bell 2bdrm apt. (Y2mi. from UCF.) S170 a month
helmet,4300mi, $995. Call 365-6901 after plus Y2 utll. Call John 282-3842.
6pm.
.
---Responsible female roomate (19-30) to
Honda Accord LX 1981, 5-speed, NC, AM- share 2bdrm/2bth apt. with fame. 560/wk.
FM radio, 28000mi.,Garage kept, ex- 275-3766.
cellent cond ., 56800 or offer.
671 -9 30l(Orl.)
1-------------------1

lost&found

Principles of marketing by Kinnear and Bernhardt. Text and study guide for 520. Contact Drew at 671-8889.
Mens 76 So. Plantation H.S. class ring with
red stone and initials BGC. Lost fall sem.
77 Hornet, 4-speed,radio am/fm,2doors,A/c. Reward call 859-9481. No questions asked.
Beautiful condition. Brand new carburator, Very important that it is found.
low miles $1900 or best offer. 678-9532 Call
after 2.
1-------------------1
Is it true you can buy jeeps for 544 through
the U.S. government? _Get the facts today!
Call (312)742-1142 ext. 689.
For sale: 197 4 Kawasaki Z-1 900,
excell.cond,very economical.very clean.
Runs great. Gloss black. 51200 or best offer.
Call Barb,X2217, or 273-4608 after 5pm.

VW Rabbit conv. 1980 5-speed, air. 38000
mi. Well cared for. Excell. cond. 57500.
273-2306 days,647-4451 eves.
The GAPS Complete MCAT/DAT preparation
course. Includes 5 sections plus admissions
& interview. Used once. 5300. Call
077-5492.

for rent
Apartment for rent. 2mi. to UCF. 5150/mo.,
util. included. 282-2440.
Furnished opts. l/bdrm-5275, 2bdrmm/2bth
2/3 people-5375, 4/5400. 3600 Khayyam
Ave. Call 273-0768.
New apartment complex across from UCF.
2bdrm/2bth spacious living room and kitchen, all new appliances, quiet, immed.
5400 plus deposit, last m':>s. 365-6625.
New apartment complex across from UCF.
2 bdrm/2bth,spacious living room & kitchen.
all new appliances, quiet. lmmed. $400
pl'us deposit,last mq,~!_l!_s. 365-6625.
2 rooms for rent. Util.,W/D,HBO,kitchen. 5200
mth. Call Mrs. Castillo 275-0718 anytime.

help wanted .

....-ates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Typing.Accurate.Fast & Reasonable . Minor
Editing , IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Empl.-1 mi. from UCF, Marti 365-687A after 6pm.
Typinglword Processing. Thesis, Reports,
Resumes, etc. Hign quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 660-1220 or 671-3325, Day or Eve.

RESUMES-EDITED FREE! STORED FREE 1 YR! Input
1 page & print 5 originals. 59. Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-5298.

'

Childcare in our home near UCF. Potty trained children only. Mother of 2 with 3yrs college in Elem. Education. Preparation for
school - reading readiness, math readiness,
etc. Call 365-3863.
LOSE WEIGHT. An educated approach for
permanently controlling, maintaining and
losing weight. 10% off during January.
Madeleine C. Rice & Assoc. 629-6421. 210
N. Park Ave. Winter Park.
ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest
speakers available. Director is UCF grad .
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
1/800/432-8517.

Typing on my word processor. No visible
corrections. Fast service. Sl.50/page. Call,
PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
Pam 671-0924.
Counseling and guidance available to
unmarried parents of all faiths. No fee.
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Accurate and Assistance with arrangements for pre-natal
TEST YOURSELF. Can you manage your time dependable. Prompt, personal service. care, housing and planning for child.
Counseling for unwed fathers. Adoption
productively? Work 2-4 hrs/wk consistently? Reasonable rates. Call JUDY, 273-5298.
placement service availa~le . Twenty years
Ar~ you success oriented? Self-motivated?
Marketing position avail. on campus. EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs . exp. Full-time. Term In Central Fl. .Completely confidential. Call
Catholic Social Services 894-8888.
1-800-243-6679
papers, theses, reports, resumes , etc.
Correction of spell ing, grammar, punc., 'MORTION SERVICES, birth con,(OI inforand editing included. Reasonable. Call mation, pregnancy tests and counseling.
Attn Students: Part-time home cleaners
Bea, 678-1386.
VD screening, low cost, confidential· serneeded. Hours to fit your busy schedule.
vices.
53.75/hour. Call 671-7463.
Central Florida Women's
TYPING. Dissertations and thesis my specialHea lth Organization
Experienced babysitter for newborn starting fY. 20 yrs. exp. Knowledgeable of format
609 E. Colonia l Drive ..Orlando
in February. Part-time 2-3 days per week, and style. IBM Correcting Selectric Ill. Call
898-0921
hours flexible. Occasional evenings also. Susie 647-4451 eves.
Near Red Bug & 436. 339-3695.
Be your own boss. Work· in your spare time.
Multi-level food business. Call Rick 629-5198
after 5pm.

Ever wanted to be a detective/ a critic/
another Brent Musberger/ Positions are now
available for those above average
students who will dare to go where no student has gone before: the physical plant,
the commons laundry room, the roof of the
library, and President Colbourn's office. Now
is the time for you to expand your horizons
and possibly make a minor fortune in the
process. If you have a knack for writing
about the common or the bizarre, apply at
the FUTURE editorial office in the art complex. Positions are available for news, sports
and feature reporters. For more information
call 275-2601.

~---------------1 Student wanted for housecleaning. Twice
monthly $5.00/hr. Near Red Bug Rd. & 436.

.roommates

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, resumes designed/typed, etc.
Located 1 mile from campus. IBM equipment. Editing & spelling corrections, paper
& cover free. Discounted rates. Call
275-1709 M-Sat 9-9.

Terms papers, thesis. Vivian 862-1432.

339-3695.

Looking for mature student or business person to share split-plan home. Huge, bright,
private room & bath. 5225/mo. Includes
utilities. 3!4 miles from UCF. Require 6 month
lease & SlOO deposit. For more information, call 273-5298.

The FUTURE needs an experienced typist
for typesetting. Must be available for work
on Tuesdays, Wednesday evenings, and
Thursdays. 55 WPM is desired . Contact
Robert Molpus at 275-2865.

Roommate wanted Winter-Park area, Share
home. 5225 plus util. Prefer female. 647-3631
day 628-8335 eve. Martha.

The FUTURE is looking for qualified in·
dividuals to become advertising representatives . Great ~xperience and very good
pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-2865.

Theses, term papers. Editing, fast turn
around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.
RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671 -3007.
UCF STUDENTS, DAYTONA BEACH AREA, Call
Janet A. Klenk Secretarial. Term papers,
theses, research papers, dissertations,
resumes, cover letters, etc. Editing. IBM word
processing. One day turn-around available;
student rates; paper/cover no charge. I'm
good and love to compete! Hours: 9 AM - 5
PM Mon-Fri .. (904) 253-06 78.

The friends of RAS. know the truth. IT WAS A
CONSPIRACY! And WE know who did it!

t----------------1

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes. cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors for error free neatness . We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and AB. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF •
students. One Day Service Available 671-3007.

Female roommate wanted to share
NEED A REPORT TYPED?
2bdrm/2bth apt. in WP. Univ. and 436. 1------------------' My full-time service offers accurate speedy
677-6036.
& professional results using state-of-the-art
word processing equipment. Term
Roommate wanted, summer term, nonpapers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
smoker. Michael Franks/ Brian Eno fan, enmiles from UCF. Pick up & delivery
joys Bloom County and Kafka. Must have 2 Computer word processing, customized
available to campus . Call Pat at Hard
cars and access to beach house. resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
Copy Typing and Word Processing Ser1lce
5200/mo. plus util. Across from school. Only From $1.50/pg . Call Don , 678-3173.
2n-6930.
serious applicants need apply. 275-7113

typists

personal
Matthew, I may root for the underdog, but I
found a winner in you. Love, Vivi.

Individual COnfldent1al.COunselli:lQ.
, Gynecologists
· ·sp~qker 5arv1ce

~~3 LEt.Ro: wtNJER PARL(}

628-0465

roi1 Fre~ soo-43~5~~
t)RlANbt>-. WINTER PARK
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Fee decision was hasty
T.he proposed athletic fee has raised the ire of many.
stu~ents, judgipg from the letters to the editor. comments heard in class and the Knights Den, and petitions
now ~irculating:;th~ camp,us. Students. should be. angry,
not because they will be paying for a program that will
benefit the university, but beca{ise they never had a
choice in the decision.
The . administration will immediately pqint out that
four students sat on the athletic fee setting committee,
and the three who voted on 'the final committee recommendation, voted in favor of it. (One student never
bothered to show up to the final meeting.) But the committee never considered whether or not to have the fee,
just how much it would be. The three students recognized
immediately that if they protested the establishment of
the fee, they would be quickly overruled by the five administrators/facu~ty on the committee who favored it.
Rather than risk losing all negotiating power by being
bull-headed, the students fought to keep the fee as low as
possible.
Too few students knew-the athletic fee setting committee existed until it had decided on a recommendation and
disbanded. The timing of the committee's meetings are
significant, for it·effectively ruled out any chance for student protest until a recommendation had been made.
The first meeting where various fees were discussed
was on Dec. 14, during finals week and after the last
Future ·of the semester had been published. The final
meeting was set for Jan. 2, before spring classes were to
begin. However only one student showed up, so the final
meeting was delayed until Jan. 12 at 5 p.m. The delay_
gave the Future time to report that a reco~mendation
was in the works, but by the time the paper reached the
students on Friday the 13th, the fee had been set, a few
hours past presstime.
From the outset, President Colbourn has believed an
athletic fee is the best way to get our growing athletic
program into fighting shape. -It may be, but students
,should have had the opportunity to express their opinions when it could have counted, before the committee
had made a decision.
This editor two weeks ago endorsed the fee, with one
caution note: that a ha.s ty recommendation ''would only
serve to alienate the students from the athletic
program." Indeed, it has.
Julie D. Norris
Editor in. Chief

The great masses of the p~ople ... will more easily
victim to a great lie than to a small one.

~all

Adolf Hitler

FUTURE
Founded by the students of the
University of Central Florida
Julie D. Norris
Editor-in Clllef
Philip D. Storey
Business Manager
Richard E. Brunson
News Editor
Vicki A. White
Feat\lres Editor
Dorothy H. Case
Advertising Manager
Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor

Roger C~ Simmons
Managing Editor
Stephen M. Rhodes
Sports Editor
Robert B. Molpus
Production manager
Jo-anne F. Ventevogel
Copy Editor
Vivian N. Katz
Bureau Chief

Offices Located on Libra Drjye
Editorial: (305) 275-2601 Business: (305) 275-2865
This public document was promulgated at an annual cost of $79.000 qr 5.3 cents per copy to in·
form the university community. Annual advertising revenue of $56,()()() defray s 63.9 percent 11[
the annual cost
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The FUTURE is partially funded through the Activity and Service Pee allocated bv Student
Government of the University of Central Florida.
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From our readers

Athletic fee: One hot potatO
Scrap athletics; give money to acade.m ics
Editor:
I find it hard to believe that
our administration is contemplating an athletic fee to
help fund a football team that
even the students don 't support, not to mention the City
Beautiful, Orlando.
This tax will be a financial
hardship to many students
who are not even interested in
the team and will never
receive any benefit from it. In
my opinion, I could easily see
additional fees proposed in
order to benefit the majority
of students for such things as
paved parking lots and hiring
more teachers for required
courses, etc.
In fact, I was never aware
of the $1.42 per credit hour
that I am already paying for
athletics. It might not be a

.

bad idea ·t o cut out all the student funds going to athletics
and put _them back into UCF
for a higher level education.
If the administration suggests that a winning football
team will enhance the value of
our diplomas, then why
wouldn't a school that stood
for higher academic achieve-

Alan Ashlock
Advertising/Public relations

UCF cannot be an MIT
and still serve community
Editor:
Both letters denouncing the
athletic fee in last week's
paper have overwhelming
flaws in them-I hope. If th~y
don't, then the Central
Florida community-will need
another university.
Both letter writers want

At h I e t.i cs- academic e:x:cellence at UCF.
This is great, but they take it
one
absurd step further. One
go f~r it
Editor:
I am a current student here
at UCF and am writing in
reference to those students
who are opposing the new
athletic fee to be charged to
each individual student. I am
i 00 .percent for the new fee
and if people would stop and
really think about what it
could mean for them personally, they, too,_would agree that
it is a good step in achieving a
higher status fo:r: our university. .
An increase .in money would
start the ball rolling for better
athletics, better publicity and
especially a more prestigious
name for UCF. If we can increase the meaning of an
education here by a more wellknown school name, then I
say by all means--go for it!
Just think, we could be
right up there with Notre
Dame or Florida State!

ment do the same thing? A
million dollar football team
should be a little down the
totem pole from the students'
.real 'needs. By the way, what
are the salaries of the football
team's staff?

wants to recruit the best high
school "thinkers" and
another implies that he wants
UCF to go the way of MIT
and Carnegie-Mellon. This
university was put here to
service the needs of. Centr.al
Florida. Our high school
students . must also ' beI

academics or sports) could be
the distinguishing factor between like candidates.
Granted, when IBM or
W estinghou's e search for
employees they don't care one
way or another about f.ootb alL But they have
sophisticated personnel
departments tracking education programs as opposed to
the five-man ·accounting firm
in Matawan, N.J., which has
one of the partners spending
his Saturday afternoons looking over the 50 employment
applications received each
week.
·
~stablis~ing ~ quality
8itJtletic program is a quick
remedy to our identity problem. One of the letters suggested UCF get big name professors to solve this problem.

educated in this competitive
world. Recruiting the bt:st
high school students an<;! turning our university into I would trade a John Kenneth
another MIT would leave the Galbraith for a Jeff Madura
majority of our high schoolers ·any day. Professors gain national recognition for their
(the average ones) out in the
cold since there can be only a research, not their teaching
few of the best. How many of abilities. Wake up, Mr. HarMIT' s· students do you think ris! W~ere would you be if
are from Massachusetts? Do this university sought only
you think that you could have "big name" professors? What
gotten in? Think again.
was the name again? Harris?

Whether the two guys last
Aur()ra Combs week want to accept it or not,
Liberal Studies a recognized university (in

Lars Anderson
Finance/management
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michael griffin
~~~J Accreditation dropped out of convenience; students lose
A person has a great many
consciences in addition to the
one that exists within his
soUI. These consciences, also
· known as friends, are just as
enlightening, just as damning
and just as well-versed in
distributing guilt.
Recently I had a few beers
with some of my best consciences who happened to be
history majors and, in between arguments about why
the Yankees are the best team
to play THE game, I was confronted point blank with the
allegation that my journalism
education was less valuable
than theirs. Once I got past
the hostility one feels after a
personal affront, I regrettably realized that my consciences w.ere, in one sense,
right.
The point they were making
is that journalism is a trade,
not a science or an art and

plained that they would have
to attend school longer to
achieve their aims. In addition, UCF's RTV program is a
comprehensive one that requires its students to take
more credit hours in their major than other disciplines.
RTV professors felt that the
accreditation requirement
would either force them to to
cut their standards back or
necessitate that , RTV
students attend school
longer. So, for the sake of convenience, the accreditation
plan was scrapped.
The tragedy here lies not in
the fact that the department
will not be accredited, but in
the attitude of 22- and
23-year-old students who are
unwilling to invest just one
more
semester-15
weeks-into p'erfecting their
craft. These students are not
receiving an education, but

therefore should not be
taught at a four-year institution. Journalism students, /
they surmised, learn skills,
not philisophical knowledge,
and the trade, although an
honorable one, is still jtJst a
trade.
I argued valiantly and
violently, then I thought
about our program here at
UCF. A few months ago the
communication department
had the opportunity to work
toward the accr.editation of
the journalism program and
after inp~ t from the department professors, the plan was
scrapped because of the requirements that stipulated
department majors must take
a certain number of credit
hours outside their field of
study.
Radio and television majors
who were attempting to get
minors in journalism com-

training in a vocation. Instead of majoring in journalism or RTV and minoring
in an unrelated field of
specialization, like political
science, hi~ tory, philosophy
or economics, they are being
trained to do a job by a
department _that hasn't got
the credentials that other
schools have.
What good is knowing how
to get your message across in
two mediums if you don't
know what you're talking
about 0 Journalism is much
more than the pursuit of
truth, it.is the attainment of a
truth and the presentation of
the truth in a way that
everyone can understand it.
What my consciences in the
history department, and unfortunately the communication department, do not
re~lize is that it can be as
much an "art" as anything.

My grandfather once told
me the difference between a
trade ahd and art is that one
most often starves in pursuit
of the latter. I think a profession, like an educatfon, is
whatever you want it to be.
We place too great an emphasis on technical and intrinsic knowledge that can be attained in a four-year
timespan, rathe-r than on
knowledg·e simply for
knowledge's sake.

books for the half-empty campus library; and a "paved
parking space fee,' ' to help
alleviate the parking problems by replacing soft sand
with clay.

Judging by the first 27
days of 1984, I can make two
conclusions. First, 1984 doe~
not look all that bright for
UCF. Second, 1983 was not
that bad of a year after all..

The communication department should search their consciences and rethink their
decision about accreditation.
Somewhere, someone has to
make the commitment to
quality that too many people
in our educational system
won't. As journalists we owe
it to our profession and to our
public.

•
r_oger s1mmons

f - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Assessing the state of the university·
On Wednesday, President
Ronald Reagan told a joint
session of Congress his opinions on the state of the
union. Following a brief
recapitulation by various network anchormen, the
democrats gave their side of
the story.
UCF President Trevor Colbourn will probably give a
state of the university address sometime in the not-toodistant future. So, in the
spirit of the democrats, I'm
beating him to the punch and
giving my side of the story
first.
As 1984 begins, the university finds itself in some

·From our

semi-offical
nickname
peculiar predicaments.
The two branches of the whenever an attempt was
Student Government have made to unify the student
cosmetically repaired the body behind any cause ,
damage caused by las t whether it be_ elections or
semester's impeachment of sporting event s. It appears
the student body president. that label has become a bit
Although such measures as a worn judging by student reacbill which requires candidates tion to the proposed athletic
for president and vice presi- fee.. It seems the the correct
dent to run together on a way to go about unifying a
ticket
and
the large group of college
administration's formation of students in 1984 is take part
a committee of past student of their money away to help
body presidents to study fund an athletic department
SG's woes, the fact is that the that is operating in the red.
Perhaps this show of stuold sores which caused the
past strife are still there and dent solidarity will help fend
should begin to fester off administration plans to
somewhere around election implement a " class fee," to
help establish more classes; a
time.
"Apathy Land." was UCF's "library fee" to help buy

readers-...;,___-~~-----~-----------:--------~----Continued

Defense 'nerds' would be dangerous _ in health care
75-cent screwdriver, and two,
that. he wants to turn them
I was astoilished t~ read i~ J ':~oos'e ;on µs. They shquld' stop
Michael Griffin's 11 rbl>inion° .WOr~ngr on defense, he said ·
page article' fhat, Olle;1 somil Jnd start giving . US health
nerds in the defense depart- care.
ment paid $632.65 for a
Now just a minute, please,
Editor:

r

Mike. I would: like to check
my body first to see how
many bureaucratic goofs it
could take. After· all, ~hey
might decide my liver isn't
worth a dime but it would be
interesting to know how they

Tickets ensure SG officials work together .
Editor:
I would like to take a few
minutes to express my
pleasure with the passing of
the "Ticket bill," Bill 16-34,
by the Sixteenth Student
Senate.
Recalling my four years' experience in Student Government at UCF, it is not difficult to see that the students
of this university have been
served most effectively by
Student Government when
the president and vice presi-

dent have held similar
political views. Unfortunately, these instances have been
few and far between.
Having the president and
vice president elected as a
ticket · will help ensure that
the two individuals that head
Student Government will be
willing and able to work
together to serve the students
of UCF. It will also provide an
avenue of communication between the executive and
legislative branches.

I applaud the senate for
their decisive and responsible
action on Bill 16-34 and congratulate the bill's in troducer, Sen. John Sowinski,
for taking the initiative to
help enact a long overdue
change that will provide the
students of this university
with a more effective Student
Government.
Dave Kiser.
Computer science

e·:1

might price out a hangnail or
a stubbed toe.
-.: i, _,. • ·• ., .
The whole thing could ge~ i.- 1
so screwed up that I was
woi;idering if, with a little bit
of head work, we couldn't
handle our health ourselves.
'
At least we know what a good

1

·

Associated .
Collegiate

" ~r~s ·
· All American
·, ·- - ---

L--~~~~~~~~~--'

:~:~w!n~:.r

is ·worth, and

Your letter gave me such a
headache, I had to reach for
instant relief: American men
live 10 years longer than do
their Russian counterparts
where their Politburo handles
the whole shebang--health
systems, defense systems, et
al.
So here's to American men-the longer they live, the better!
Ronnie Ciarrocca
Communications student

.L etter policy

Letters to the editor must be
delivered to the Future editorial office by 5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be typed
on a 60-space line and should not be
more than 250 words in length. All
letters must be signed with author's
phone ·number to be considered for
publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be designated as
guest editorials at the editor's descri- .
tion, with the permission of the
writer. All submitted material
becomes the copyrighted property of
the Future newspaper.
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NEGLECT
CAN KILL,100.

IT JUST TAKES

A LITTLE LONGER.
hild abuse in most minds is
synonymous with battered chil·
drcn. But the awful fact is that
thnusands of parents nrc abusing their children by h.:aving
them alone. It's cal led negkct.
and it can mean a lnck of love
as well ns a lack of food. cloth·
ing and shel ter. And just as in
the other forms of child abusephysical. sexual and emotional
-i t can and often doe · resul t
in death. Each year one million
children feel the pain of child
abuse needle · ·Jy. Needlessly
becnuse it can be prevented if .
you help.

Abused children are

helpless.
Unless you help.

Write: Natio.nal Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse.
Box 2866. Ch1cago. lll. 60600
A Publ ic Servi ce of This Newspaper~
&The Advertising Council ~l

Sendnow ·

for the only ·
book on crime

ever written
by a dog!
Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!
..

:

®

.1t ./@)'

Write to:
McGruff"
Crime Prevention Coalition '
Box 6600
Rockville,M:d. 20850

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

CI
Nissan Regular Bed

TIFllH#I#.
.111111111111111

ONLY $5555.00
Plus

Fr~ight

Business
· prospers
wnenpeople
are given
••
~

opportumties~

Ruler over all!
Tough. Rough. Ready for anything. That's what
Nissan's new King Cab~4x4 i~ like on the outside. But
from where you sit, it's sheer comfort, with a luxurious
interior that includes standard jump seats and a sliding
rear window. Come see it now! You'd be hard put to
find a truck this major at a price this down to earth.

We have an excellent
selection of used
280ZX sports cars
.
AND
Sixty "60" others
used cars; and trucks
1

Not excuses~
Excuses help no one
Especially the d1sadvan: ·
taged But 1obsaregood
for everyone Including you
So hire someone who·s
never been given a chance.
Yol:.lr local Private Industry
Council. aided by the
National Alliance of
Business. can help Cati
toll-free 800-424-5404.

~r!~~~

It makes gOOdbuslne;s-sense.

Help·our
collef'eS cope

NORMAN BROTHERS .D ATSUN

with fuflation.
lhemoney
you__gi.ve

1983 N. Semoran B·lvd. 1 mile North of Hwy.50
_ between Colonial and University Blvd.

may decide
whether I'm to be
or not to he.
- ~~.Ii~~ s~~:S~re
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Student Government is sponsori.ng a
voter registration drive to encourage ·
students to participate in local, state and
national elections. S~me very important
issues concerning universities and· col·
lege students are coming up and Student
Government wants you the students of
U.C.F. to know the facts about these
issues and how they will effect you.Reg·
istration tables will be set up around
campus to. make it easy for to register
to vote in Orange County. Please bring
proof of your current residence and you
must be 18 years old.

Page 13
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Blind to get new impressions of circus
by Vicki A. White

account of what is happening
in the rings. This proved to be
a rather difficult chore for the
Imagine what it would be club with the bre.a kup of
like to be blind and touch an AT@T, since they found
elephant for the first time. themselves dealing with
Members of the Mid-Florida several smaller companies inCouncil of the Blind and stead of one large <;rµe, accorParents of the Visually Im- ding to Chuck Stout, vice
paired will find out when they president of the Pioneers. In
participate in a "touch tour" addition, the group will proconducted by the Ringling vide 50 people to serve as
Brothers and Barnum and escorts for the blind. "We're
Bailey Circus Feb. 2.
going to show them a real
The circus will be at the good time,'' he said.
Orange County Civic Center
Although
Ringling
fro:rp. Jan. 31 to Feb. 5.
Brothers does such benefit
The tour, which is being programs all over the counsponsored by Orlando radio try, it is a first for the Midstation WWKA-FM (92), will Florida Council of the Blind,
start with the 10 a.m. perfor- according to club president
mance of the circus. In addi- Jim Limb. "It's something
tion, a behind the scenes tour new for us, but it is
will be conducted so that tour something we hope to conparticipants can meet some of 't inue on a regular basis," lie
the animals and performers.
said. He adds that he thinks it
Telephone Pioneers, an will be a real educational exOrlando club for past and cur-- perience for him and the
rent employees of American members of his group. since
Telephone @ Telegraph Co., · they will be able to get close
will supply headsets for the enough to some of the exotic
group which will enable them
Circus, page 17
to hear a minute by minute
Features editor

I,.!

photo/Ringling Bros.

These Liberty horses are some of the many animals that will perform for the blind.
I

Want a Job?

Clown.ing .is serious business
by Joe Jervis
Future staff

Attention all you class
idiots, goofballs, disruptive
students and others who have
similarly
craved
the
limelight! If you have ever
felt that you have a special
knack for making peo_ple
laugh, or if friends are always
telling you that you should be
a comedian, then this could be
your big chance! Ringling
Bros. and Barnum and Bailey
Circus will be holding auditions for its Clown College on
Feb. 1 at the Orange County
Convention and Civic Center.
The Clown College is a
10-week course offered by the
circus every year. Subjects include stiltwalking, pantomime, slapstick, pratfalls
and clown makeup. They give
instructions in prop construcIt may not look that way, but it takes a lot of practice to be tion, acrobatics and trampoline.
·
silly.
Officials at the auditions

Shell museum presents
riature's finest handiwork
by Albert Cervellent
Future Staff

Beginning as a fatuous
idea, going in search of ' 'art''
in the deep blue sea seemed a
bit far to go for an art review,
but it proved to be a short
trip and easier to find than it
sounded.
Close your eyes and try to
imagine what it would be like
to be surrounded by nearly
I

two million sea shells. Picture
in your mind both the tiniest
of sea creatures to those
monstrous clams that could
swallow you in a few gulps.
Think about all the adventure, the fabulous colors, the
graceful shapes, and where
this fantasy trip could turn
into reality.
Give up? Well, you'd be
standing in one of the largest
shell museums in the United

States, with a collection containing close to 100,000
species ... the Beal-Maltbie
Shell Museum located on the
Rollins College campus in
Winter Park.
The artistic qualities of
shell forms, with their luxurious mother-of-pearl, exotic
hues and curious textures,
have naturally made them atShells, page 17

will be looking for people who
have an innate talent for improvisation. You need to be
able to think on your feet and
be funny at the same time.
Quick physical reactions and
a sensP, of timing are considered to be very important.
Ringling Bros. and Barnum
and Bailey Circus claims that
many of the their clown college graduates have gone on
to careers in television,
theater
and
movies.
Graduates are given contracts to become clowns for
The Greatest Show on Earth,
the traveling circus famous
worldwide. Clown College is
not affiliated with Circus
World.
Most of the students at
Clown College have been high
school or college age.
The circus promises that all
who tryout for Clown College
will be considered for admission to the "Institute of
Higher Hilarity" -which is

dedicated to perpetuating the
fine art of clowning.
If you decide to audition for
Clown College it' is not
necessary . that you bring a
costume, makeup or props.
You will be judged by their
Boss C-lown who will be looking more for natural talent
than finesse.

So polish up on your funny
walks, your Three Stooges impersonations and your big
smile. All you have to be is at
least 17 years old and naturally funny.
Maybe you will go on the
road with the circus-just like
every kid used to dream
about when their parents
were mean to them. Of course,
that could mean the end of
your college education, but
what's a sheepskin when compared to the roar of the
crowd?
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Antigua's paradise is unforgetta_b le
handsome and graceful. They
ride donkeys up and down the
hilly streets, sometimes
sidesaddle; women carry
baskets of produce or laundry
balanced atop their heads as
West Indians have done for
centuries. Their speech is
lovely, lilting English, a mixture of British and island
patois and gentle song. Their
homes are pastel boxes of
wood crowding the street and
each other.
Each is
distinguished from its
neighbor by a fretwork board
that spans the eaves of each
porch. This decorative cutwork can be a series of hearts,
birds or a whimsical string of
paper-doll cutouts.

by Norma Goethe
Future

s~aff

Danny Treanor' s weather
forecast sounded as dis:rnal as
the news from the Middle
East. It was Jan. 6 and I'd
not completely thawed out
from the Christmas cold front
responsible for the browning
of Central Florida, and
another was on the way. ·
"Let's go south where it's
warm," said my thin-blooded
husband, Ed. I wasted little
time asking myself how I
could spare 'a week from
classes. .
' ·
Five -days later we bid
farewell to the only faroily
member that might miss us,
our cat, Judy' to fly off like
refugees. from oppression to
Antigua, a precious gem of an
island set in the azure Caribbean. Its jagged coastline
prompts the Antigua Department of Tourism to boast of
365 coral beaches-one for
each day of the year. (How I

Antigua's historically famous Dockyard shielded many a sailboat from dangerous storms.

would love to be appointed by
some "truth-in-advertising"
committee to validate this
figure.)
Antigua is a kaleidoscope of
images-visual and aural.

Dominated by 1,300-foot hills
that tumble into the Caribbean ·blueness, the landscape
is alive with color. Bougainvillea send their crimson,
peach and white cascades

above tiny gardens that are a
jumble of yellow allamanda,
blue plumbago, pink coral
vine and double poinsettias in
red and coral. Everywhere
there are banana palms.
Tropical birds add song to
their constantly moving color. Each morning we opened
our terrace doors to welcome
beautiful yellow-breasted
banana birds and tiny finches
into our room for a ritual
0reakfast of bread crumbs,
sugar and fruit juice.

GET TOGETHER
AT THE
GROUND ROUND

The people of Antigua are

Most of the days were spent
soaking up the sun or swimming and sailing in Falmouth
Harbor, the bay in front of
our apartment. We did venture into the bustling capital
of St. John's one day to hear
the mellow music of a steel
drum band and eat curried
chicken.
I've not told you about
historic English Harbor or
Shirley Heights, or about the
goats, because I didn't want
to make this a travelogue. It's
meant more as a love letter to
a place in the sun that will
warm all my remaining
winters.

WINA

HONDA
REGISTRATION FORMS
WHERE YOU SHOP
FOR SKOAL

GRL\TFOODI
•Steaks
•Burgers

eSeatood

• Finger Food
• Free Peanuts
& Popcorn

e. Mexican Menu
Burritos! Chimichangas! Taco Salad!
Fried Mex-A-Skins!

GRL\T lDll'SI •Happy Hour Mon~·Sat. 11AM·7PM
Sun.· Thurs. 10PM-Close
• Sports on large-screen Television

NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
REGULAR PRICES AND
PARTY FAVORS
KIDS PARTY 4·7 P.M.

"The Goodtlme Meeting Place"
2901 East Colonial Drive
East of Colonial Plaza
894-9705

MO~OCROSS

.
SERIES

VE 2.00 WITH
STUDENT 1.D.

The oldest motocross series in the U.S.A.
Over 1,000 racers from all 6ver the nation
and Canada going for over
$1 00, 000 in purse & contingency awards.
1984

JANUARY-FEBRUARY
1984
Each Saturday-Amateur Championship Series
Each Sunday-Professional and Expert Amateurs MM

FEB. 4-5
·-·-·o
ORLANDO SPORTS STADIUM. RACEWAY
EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
INFORMATION 671-5261

keapouch · · .
instead
ofapuf[
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by Richard Truett
Future staff

Last year was a good year
for new bands seeking exposure this ·s ide of the Atlantic, and U2, with their album,
War, · established themselves
as one of the best and most
significant bands to emerge.
Just released by them is a live
set called Under a Blood Red
Sky. After listening to it; one
will not want to miss seeing
U2 live.
The highlight of the album
comes on a song destined to
become a classic: "I Will
Follow," which is currently a
hit single. The throbbing
guitar and sheer exuberance
of singer Bono V ox is convincing. Often bands will release
a live album in order to fill
contractual obligations, and
they go about the task with
little enthusiasm. However,

Under a Blood Red Sky never
suffers from a lack of
anything. "11 O'Clock Tick
Tock," with its quirky
melody, "Gloria," with its
laid back vocals, and the two
hits "Sunday, Bloody Sunday" and "New Year's Day"
make this an album a "musthave."
Of all the new bands to gain
a foothold in the American
market, U2 is certainly more
likely to be around longer
than any of the one-hit
wonders, like Thomas Dolby
or Haircut 100.

by Richard Truett
Future staff

· Poet'; Religious zealot"
Bob Dylan has been called
both of these. To many of us,
Bob Dylan is · nothing more
than a ghost from the past;
radio stations rarely play his
records anymore. Yet the

spectre of his influence reigns
over politically aware groups
like U2 and The Clash.
Dylan's latest album, Infidels marks a triumphant
return to what he does best:
comment on the ironies and
hypocrisies that plague . our
society. In ''Sweetheart Like
You," Dylan sings, "Steal a
little and they throw you in
jail, steal a lot and they make
you a king." People are afraid
of Dylan because he makes
them think.
Dylan is accompanied on
Infidels by former Rolling
Stones guitarist Mick Taylor,
Dire Straits frontman Mark
Knopfler, bassist Robbie
Shakespeare, ·a nd drummer
Sly Dunbar. These musicians
play well together and complement the Dylan sound,
especially Kp.opfler, who has
heel! lauded in the past for his
own Dylanesque sound.
"Neighborhood Bully" and
''License to Kill'' reflect- the
groWing disgust that Dylan ·
(and the rest of us ) has
toward violence as the only
means of solving problems--a
relevant issue in today's
world. In "Union Sundown,"
Dylan drives the point home
when he sings: "Democracy
don't rule the world, you better get that through your
head. This world is ruled by
violence, but I guess that is
better left unsaid." Dylan will
not look at the world with indifference.
The
aforementioned
"Sweetheart Like You" is

deserving of special mention.
It marks Dylan's first foray
into video and it marks his
return to the hit singles
charts. Structured like his
classic ''Like a Rolling
Stone,'' ''Sweetheart Like
You" is easily the album's
best cut.
Although entertainers like
Michael Jackson and Boy
George, through their wit,
style, grac 1~ and appearance
(or in Boy George's case, the
lack thereof), have their place
in the music world and often
steal more than their share of
the limelight, let us not forget
that it is people like Bob
Dylap, through words, that
keep us painfully aware of
just how alive we really are.

by Joe Jervis
Future staff

If you listen to Top 40 radio
at all, there is little chance
that you have escaped
Madonna's
ubiquitous hit
"Holiday."
Hea·v ily
rhythmic, lyrical and insanely
catchy--it's a good represen·
tative of the rest of the

album.
The diminutive 25-y~ar-old
exudes a sort of Marilyn
Monroe-cum-S@M persona.
She likes to wear black
leather, chains,. wires and an
occasional dog leash. On a recent American Bandstand
show, she proudly proclaimed
that she is a dropout of the
New York School for the Performing Arts, which was
made famous by the movie
Fame. So, somehow, she
doesn't seem to be your
typical All-American pop
star.
Perhaps her success is due
to the company she keeps.
Madonna is currently involved with New York club D.J.
John "Jellybean" Benitez.
His specialty is that purist's
horror--the remixed dance
versions of pop tunes. Recently he has produced remixed
dance tunes for Paul McCartney, Talking Heads, Pat
Benatar, Kim Carnes and
Irene Cara. So if you're out on
the dance floor and the song
playing is familiar, but it
seems to have a heavier heat,
with added special effects and
is longer--chances are that
"Jellybean" has spiced it tlp a
little. ·He is the most successful and soug~t-after D.J.
in New York, and he plays a
large part in the success of
Madonna's album.
Two of the songs on Madonna's self-titled debut are big
dance hits from earlier this
'Review, page 18

Now when you buy any ArtCarv.ed college ring, you not only get one ring loaded
with style ·and quality, you get two. A great
college ring-and a diamond fashion ring,
FREE. It's a beauty~ 10K gold with a
genuine 2 point diamond. Retail value$60. The perfect way to express yourself,
your style, or your feelings for that special
someone. Available exclusively fr9m your
ArtCarved Representative for a limited
time only.

Date: Feb. 6-10 . Time: 10:00a.m.-2:00p.m. . Place: Bookstore
Deposit required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted.

© 1983. ArtCarved Class Rings, Inc.

I

LEGISLATIVE REPORT ~1
January 17,1984
~~~ --Cl)

MEASURES ACTED UPON:

BILLS:
16-26

Concerning Requirements for Holding Executive Office
lntroducer:Ch. Susan Arline
Vote:(21) yes (2) no-passed January 10
Defines quallfacations for holding an Executive Office In Student GovernmenJ

16-32

.

.

lntroducer:Pro-Tem. Cindy Spraker, Sen. Rob Rotter
Vote:passed January 10 by acclamation
Allocptes $20,000 to the Financial Aid Office to provide money for short
term loans to students, to· be repaid within sixty days from the date
of disbursement.
·
·
16-34

Amending Elections Statutes- Concerning Presidential and Vice Presidential Elections
lntroducer:Sen. John Sowinski
Vote:passed (15) yes (4) no
Requires Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates to run together on
tickets as running mates in spring elections.

Respectfully Submitted by,
The Sixteenth Student Senate
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Trite cliches plagwe 'Jtle Housekeeper'
by Richard Truett

shoe fits, wear it," to the bit about
being "deprived and depraved."

Future staff

Billed as a "zany farce," The
Housekeeper, starring Cloris
Leachman and Noel Harrison, was
many things. Zany, though, was not
one of them.
The play' relied on one-liners with
weak punch lines that were at times
predictable. It also included every
cliche under the sun, from ''if .t he

The only thing that saved the play
was the superb acting of Leachman
and Harrison. The audience, either
out of politeness, or maybe appr~val, applauded vigorous!~
throughout.
The play was about a stuffy old
writer who hires a housekeeper to
cook and clean. You guessed it, they

fall in love. A. simple plot, maybe,
but it did have a few good things to
say in between all the tired cliches.
Mr. Manley Carstairs and Miss
Annie bantworth are two middleaged, lonely people who think that
life has passed them by. Through
love, they realize that life is really
what you make it. One is never too
old to break away from lifelong
habits. This was really the main·

Shells

theme of the play.

The Housekeeper, written
by
James Prideaux, gives Leachman
and Harrison, two very gifted performers, a good outlet to flex their
acting muscles, and they do with
skill and perfection. Orlando, which
has been starving for top-rate entertainment, welcomed them with full
house at the Bob Carr Munieipal
Auditorium Saturday night.

a

from page 13

tractive to men and women
throughout the ages. Perhaps
that is why the late Dr. James
H. Beal of Cocoa, began collecting shells in 1888 at Key
West.
Until his death in 1945,
Beal collec;ted and purchased
shells from every part of the
world. For example, there are

shells on display that . came
from Australia, Brazil,
Greenland, Hawaii-, Japan,
Madagascar and Polynesia.
With the addition of many
more private collections and
as a tribute to Beal, Dr. Birdsay L. Maltbie presented
Rollins College with a
building for the expressed
purpose of housing the
treasured shell collection.

In the collection are
beautiful shells upon which
are carved ·c ameos like those
for European kings and royal
farriilies in the 13th centu.ry.
This tradition and process,
amazingly, of carving into
shells has been found to be used thousands of years earlier
by the North American ~n. dian cultures, and other
prehistoric peoples of the
world as well.

The · more you look, the
For the average person, unmore you will realize just how burdened with the responextensively shells have been sibility of defining art, or with
used throughout the world. producing artwork, more time
They have been treated in can be spent in the simple
many ways, namely, as a observation and appreciation
source of wealth, ·u sed for of those things which are
trading, for jewelry, as naturally beautiful and which
household objects, fastened practically lie at our feet.
to clothing, in building construct i o ri,
religious
Thank goodness for those
ceremonies, and as "pure" individuals whose senses
art.
have not been dulled by
modern conventions and who
care enough about the world
we live in to take the time to
see and point out what others
cannot find under their noses.
Not all of what we consider
art hangs in galleries or is
crafted by human hands.

YOU'VE GOT TO PLRY

HERDS-UP BALL
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EXCITING
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

1'he American writer Gertrude Stein wrote ·a bout asking the French artist Henri .
Matisse whether, when eating
a tomato, he looked at it the
way an artist would. "No,
when I eat a tomato, I look at
it the way anyone else would.
But when I paint a tomato:
then I see it differently." The
same is true with sea shells.
The Beal-Maltbie Shell
Museum is .located on Holt
Avenue, Rollins . College,
Winter Park. It is open. Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

'-~~

~- .....

E~ECTRONIC

ENGINEERING
There are opportunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ranging from individual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large
numbers of
microprocessors, minicomputers and ~ompute,r.
graphics. Professionar
growth is enhanced
through interaction with
highly experienced NSA
professionals and through
contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds.
Facilities for engineering
analysis and ·detign
automation are among the
best available.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

LINGUISTS

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

At NSA you'll discover one
of the largest computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design, scientific
applications programming,
data base management
systems, operating
systems, computer
networking/security, and
graphics.

NSA offers a wide 1ange
of challenging assignments
for Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian language majors
involving translation,
transcription and analysis/
reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on
receiving advanced training
in thei~ primary longuage(s)
and con plan on many
years of continued
professional growth.

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that's .
truly competitive with
private industry. There are
assignments for those who
wish to travel and
abuhdant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those who wish to stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational and
education~! opportunities
are just minutes away
from NSA's convenient
suburban location.

MA THEM ATICS
You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying
a variety of mathematical
discipllne1. Specific
a11ignment1 might include
solving communication1related problems,
performing long-range
mathematical research or
evaluating new techniques
for communications
security.

An Equcil Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citizenship Required.
On Campus Visit Date Feb. 16th

To find out more
about NSA career
I
opportunities,
schedule an interview
through yo"!r college
placement office. For
additional information
on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755.

Circus-from page 13
circus animals to find out
what they. really feel and
smell like.
The Mid-Florida Council of
the Blind is different from
most organizations fqr the
tjsually handicapped in. that
all of its officers are blind. ''A
lot ·of people don't realize how
capable a blind person is,"
Limb said. They assume that
we're a lot more helpless than
we actually are." Limb feels
that the only way to correct
the situation is through
education. · He adds that the
myth about blind persons'
other senses becoming more
acute is not necessarily so. Instead, it's just a matter of
use--blind people just learn to
. use their remaining senses
more fully. "For instance," he
explains, "a person could go
to the circus and sit in the
bleachers and watch, yet they
~ever really see what's going
on."
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DEPOSIT
Tell your parents about the peace of mind of Direct
Deposit. Have them ask for it where they now deposit their
Government checks.

WORK· PART TIME ,
FULL TIMJ: ·ANY TIME
We've been custom-making jobs to fit
people's needs since 1946. We'll match just
the right temporary assignment to your
skills whether you want to work 40 hours a
week. or just 4. There's never a fee. Just stop
by Personnel Pool. and we'll get to work on
your custom-made job.
.If you're looking for temporary or shortterm work ... let us take the blues out of your
Monday morning!

Review-------_:._---=:..;___________ from page 15
year. "Everybody" was her genre-' ' Dance and sing, get
first release, and the 12-inch up and do your thing. "
single version topped
Billboard's dance chart last
" Burning Up" was a sumwinter.
Slow and funky, mer scorcher, also doing very
well on the charts. This song
"Everybody" has the sort of is HOT! Fast and frenzied
lyrics that make dance music electronics, with a great bass
haters crow about the line, this is probably the best
vacuousness
of
the tune on the album. Something

Pardon our humor...
by Wayne Starr

Call Kit Mon.-Fri.

843-4906
Temporary help since 1946.

Personnel Pool@
Equal Opportunity Em ployer M/F

•
BEGIN YOUR
FUTURE AS
AN OFFICER.

about her phrasing really set
this one apart--"Don't put me
off 'cause I 'm on fi-yah, and I
can't quench my desi-yah! "
Perhaps on her next album
she will go in a more rock
direction. But for right now, if
you like hot, synthesized
dance music, Madonna is the
best that you can get.

Future staff

Last week's "Raz" Savage
obituary seems to have caused a .bit of confusion and I'd
like to clear it up.
Some people took the story
to be real and therefore felt an
obituary in which the dead
man's cousin talked about
how "gross" he looked "with
his foot in his mouth" to be in
peor taste. Others thought it
was a joke, but felt it should
have been labeled as such.
Without such a label, they
believed the Future was trying to pass the story off as
real. If we try to pass one fake
story off as the truth, what's
stopping us from "making
up'' other stories, they asked?
The query is a legitimate
one. In a sense we have opened up a can of worms, one in

which the validity of EVERY
story that appears in the
Future is in question-be it
news, sports, whatever.
Without believability, the
Future, and every other
"serious" newspaper, is little
better, if not worse than the
National Enquirer-at least
both them and their readers
know to take anything that
appears in the supermarket
tabloid with a grain of salt.
The truth may hurt, but
here it does not. There · jg
nothing ~omplicated here,
nothing evil or sinister. There ·
is no conspiracy and most importantly, no vendetta
against the UCF athletic
department. (For those of you
who don't know, Raz
specialized in diatribes
against UCF athletics, particularly soccer.)
Actually Raz, as a physical
person, never existed. He was

a figment of my imagination.
Along with Lee Lerner, the
previous sports editor, I used
Raz to create turmoil, to incite rage and to get people out
there mad enough to get off
their duffs and take pen in
hand.
When Lerner left the paper,
we agreed that since Raz was
so closely associated with
him, Raz also should go. And
what better way to close the
coffin than by having him
trampled to death by a soccer
team--when hating soccer was
the main reason for his existence? Just desserts if you
will.
So there you have it, the
end of Raz Savage. Believe
me, I'm nothing- like
Raz.
While it's true I'm no soccer
fanatic, the similarities end
there. I'm really a much nicer
guy. Really.
The editorial board concurs.

Many coll~ge courses prepare
you for a job in management.
Sooner or later. But successfully
completing Army ROTC will
place you in a management job ~
right after graduation.
· ~if:

----~,'.:
~.........----:~

~~, ~~
~ .. ~
~

It's definitely not a
trainee job. You could be
accountable for millions
of dollm worth of equip- · ..
ment. And responsible fo ···
many of the Army's top
techhicians.

~

~oN WI

For more information
To qualify, you take
on what could be the most
a few hours of ROTC classes
important planning decision
weekly, along with the .
subjects in your major. You 11
you'll ever make, return the
receive financial assistance
attached
postcard. Or 'WTite to:
-$100a month, ~pto$1000
Army
ROTC,
P.O. Box 9000,
a year-in your last two
Department
G-D,
Clifton,
years. And you might even
New
Jersey
07015.
qualify for a schol~hip.
Contact Major George Alexander
or Captain Howard Swanson
Urliverslty of Central Florida
Army-ROTC 275-2430

ARMY ROTC.

·BE 41.L YOU CAN BE.

~~,,-~

rrlilJ~~- I~~-.

}Y1IS51 'I ~~~I~.~ ~
·ooAD n1'.11{~
$1· 0~,,,,,,,,,1
~~
.:rna.,~
rat. k

l,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1 5_¢Nl.CI\fJ.. JJEE!.lS 5~..
Thursday Night
" College Night"
FEATURING

A\yenuc:

,

"Wb~ Orlando ""'u~..-

• 5~ Beer 9:00-10:00P.M.
!Draft $1.00 Drinks all Night
Premier state-of-the art video system with the
best top 40 video music
~
4315 N. 0 range Blossom Tr.,
T
t f I G ,.. ,
.

so:¢.

e u . ro . . ,rfhng_Reqwred
1;4 Mile south of Lee Rd.
, No T-shirts or torn 1eans)
You Must Be 19- Valid state 1.0. Required.

• vas
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USFL report:

Generals back
for winter camp
sional football record of 1,812
yards and 17 touchdowns. }le
set these and numerous other ·
, The United States Football records after his last full
League's New Jersey season at Georgia iri which he
Generals opened their winter rushed for 1,752 yards.
Added to the roster this
training camp here at UCF
Monday. Under the direction year is the former Cleveland
of their new head coach Walt Browns star quarterback
Michaels, the Generals begin Brian . Sipe. After being
their second season with drafted by the Browns in the
renewed optimism toward 13th round of the 1972 NFL
dr.aft, Sipe spent 10 conwinning the league title.
Michaels, a veteran of the secutive years there and was
National Football League, a starter for 7. He was named
.. ' 'a
left his head coaching job the Most Valuable Player in
the
NFL
in
1980
and
selected
The Generals' Maurice Carthon (33) fights through a pileup in
with the New York Jets in
February o·f 1983 after to the Pro Bowl in 1981.
In an interview with the
leading the Jets to within one
game of the Super Bowl. Future Tuesday, Sipe said
Generals owner Donald that so far he feels very comTrump later hired Michaels as fortable with the Generals
and was pleasantly surprised
the new head coach. ,
The G.e nerals shocked the to find a well-run, wellsports world last year when organized system. Sipe is still
Dad: Gee, Son, what do you
they lured Reisman ·Trophy under contract with the by Mike Rhodes
Bx:owns
so
he
can
not
practice
·
want to do all that stuff for?
winner Herschel Walker out
Sports editor
Son: · Well, . Dad, I . have
with
the
Generals
until
his
of his last year of college
contract
expires
on
Feb.
1.
He
dreams
of building a
eligibility at the University of
Son: Dad, can I have a bigger
is
familiarizing
himself
with
venerable
athletic program
Georgia. The 22-year-old
allowance?
and
I....
·
Walker had a banner year as a
Dad: No Son, I'm sorry but
rookie, rushing for a profes·
USFL, page 22 you cannot. It's time you Dad: That's a good enough
learn to live within a budget. reason for · me, Son. But a
If you can't learn that now powerhouse athletic program
is expensive. How do you exthen you never will.
pect
me to be aUle to afford it?
Son: Awww, but Dad all the
other kids have bigger
allowances.
Son: Why don't you just ask
Dad: You're not all the other your boss for a raise?
kids. What do you need a big- Dad: I can't do that. He pays
ger allowance for anyway?
me as much as he can now.
Son:. Stuff.
He's in worse financial shapeDad: What kind ·of stuff?
than I am.
Son: Just some scouting trips Son: You could tell him that if
and to entertain some people. you don't get a raise your kids
by Mike Rhodes

Sports editor

practice Tuesday

Tim Barto/Future

Commentary:

StUdents dealt with
U".'fairly in fee decision.
will starve and you'll go
bankrupt.
Dad: You mean lie.
Son: Well ....
I certainly hope everyone
picked up on the analogy. .
I would like nothing more
than to see UCF eventually
become a Di vision I athletics
competitor, and I agree that'
for that to be feasible, some
kind of income is necessary. I
do not object in principle to
paying an athletic fee. What I
object to is paying that fee for
a pr-ogram that has not
demonstrated an ability to
manage its budget. ~ hate the
Fee, page 23

Sitting on bench has bigger
responsibilities than sitting
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

Pam Gimson/Future

Karen H.arvey (shooting) is a great leader. Here she takes on
Valdosta.

Harvey not just another
face in ·the crowd
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

Karen Harvey has . played
her · senior season of Lady
Knights basketball with a
goal-to win a third consecutive Sunshine State Conference crown. This, despite a
chronic knee problem which
she has played with for her
past three years at UCF. In
her guard position she leads ,
the offensive attack and has
an intensity that has made
her the player she is-a winner.

Harvey never intended to
play basketball at UCF. A
knee injury she suffered in her
freshman year at Valdosta
State College in Georgia had
forced her out of the game.
But women's head coach Joe
Sanchez had known of
Harvey from the AA U program that he had coached and
was aware of her talents. And
so began her success story at
UCF.
Harvey, since starting with
the Lady Knights, has twice
Harvey, page 23

Every day in the sports section there is story after story
about the stars of the game.
The quarterback, the pitcher
and even the 7-foot center are
always under the eye of the
media. But just as much a
part of the team as the stars,
are the players at the end of
the bench. Greg Jump and
Dave Thollander are players
that are seldom used in the
game, yet their contribution
to the UCF basketball team is
not measured in points or
minutes played but in at·
titude.
"Dave is a young man who
came to us and said, 'I think I
can help your team, if not in a
game situation, then in practice." UCF head basketball
coach Chuck Machock said.
"He's so competitive and the

guy is a good athlete. When a
young man 5-foot-10 inches
can dunk the ball the way

years on how much improve·
ment comes his way through
the summer months.

"We need people in our program who want to come and
have great attitudes, work
hard in practice and make our
first five better, this is what
these two young men are doing for us today. It's a matter
of attitude when you get bet·
ween numbers 9 and 10 on
your squad, meaning if they
have strong attitudes then
"Greg Jump did not have they are going to continue to
scholarship money when he work hard knowing that their
came to UCF, we gave him playing time is very limited.''
some this semester, ' '
Machock said of the 6 foot 3
Having a great attitude is
inch sophomore. "He shoots not only an asset to Dave and
the ball very well. He's not a Greg but the entire · team.
physical player and we're try- "When these kids are out
ing to get him to be a little there competing it makes
more assertive on the court. them (the starters) unders·
He is going to have very tand that we are a team.''
limited playing time this
D Conference Standing,
year, his playing time will be
page 21
determined in the next two
Dave can, then you know he's
a doggone good ·athlete. He
was a walk-on and he's out
there for the real enjoyment
of just competing and par·
ticipating, and he does both.
We need that kind of help in
our program until we can get
to a level of 12 to 15 scholarship kids.' '

Futw&-January 27~ 1984.r
A specia l booklet on our American Economic System
can help you improve your E.Q.
For.your free copy, write
"Economics:· Pueblo, Colorado

·YESTERDAY'S
RESTAURANT
.Be PUB
.
Union· Park
I
.

Uve E~tertiinment every Saturday
night.
Happy Hour 4-6, 7 days a week
Our menu features freshly made
Hamburgers & Chili
Meatball,Sausage,Hot ham &cheese .
and Steak & cheese Subs.
Served on Homemade Braed.

,_

2005 N. Murdock Blvd.
near Eckards
Take out orders available
273-2004

•

Vin Nguyen Xuan/Future

The wrestlers have to take out .their frustrations m;i each other until their next match against
The Citadel Saturday.

Wrestlers face tough
Division I opponents
by Scott Gunnerson

ed against the giants of Division I and have taken quite a
few lumps in the process, but
UCF 's new wrestling coach, they would not have it any
Pat Cucci and his team battl- other way.
Future sports

Are You Good Enough
To Join The Best
InThe Nuclear Field?

·LOOKING FOR A BED?"
INNERSPRING
BED

WATERBEDS

The Na''Y operates the most advanc!!d nuclear equipment in the world .
Includ ing more rhan half the nuclear reactors in
America. The men who maintain and operate those
reactors haw to be the best. That's why officers
in the Nuclear Na,·y get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world .

College juniors and seniprs who qualify
for the program can earn over $1,000 a
month while still in school.

TWln Size King Size
$44.50

$189.00

each piece

a set

Full Size
Queen Size $59•00
eachplece
$159.00
aset

To quali(y. you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 27 years of age.
working toward or have earned a bachelor's or master's degree . You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculusbased phy~ics wi th a "B" average or better.

Starting at $.1 4'.00
Complete Bed
Including Frame,
Pedestat, Heater,
Liner, Mattress,
·Fill & Drain Kit,
Algaecide &Set
up le Delivery

275-5442
11.660 E. Colonial Dr.
.

Across From tt)e Point After
UNIVERSITY WATERBED & MATIRESS CO.

~-H.

IOIPlllN

You can submit an application as soon as you've completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you're good enough to join the best in the nuclear
field. find out.

Navy officer programs recruiters will be on campus 1-3 Feb.
to conduct interviews. Sign up- for an appointment at the
career placement office or call 1-800-342-7108·.

·_Navy Officers Get
Responsibility Fast.

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

COURSE

Class Starts

MCAT
LSAT
GRE
MCAT

FEB. 22· ·
FEB 26
JAN. 30
FE8.7

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there is insufficient enrollment.
Call for details
Daya,Evenings,or Weekends

678-8400

In August 1983, Cucci
received the job of head coach
of the UCF wrestling team.
From Appalachian State College, CucCi has had plenty of
experience with big schools
and great opponents. He is
presently tral.ning for another
shot at the Olympic wrestling
team.
Cucci inherited the NCAA
Division II Southeast
Regional Tournament champions and a great home
schedule. The performances
thus far of Mike Bouchard
(10-3-1), Joe Bonura (4-4),
Russ Schenk (9-5), Trent
Smith (9-4-1) and John Small
(8-5-1), have proved that the
Knights are still a Division II
power to be reckoned. with.
The schedule has not proved
to be as good as the team.
The schedule originally
featured many home matches
against some top quality
teams. The problems occurred
when Cucci began to call the
othe:r schools to confirm the
matches. "I heard more
reasons why teams couldn't
come to wrestle us at UCF"
Cucci said.
So Cucci regrouped and
made a schedule that put the
Knights on the. road for
almost the entire season.
Over the Christmas holidays
UCF faced three Division I
schools in Notre Dame, Purdue and Stetson.
In the Notre Dame match
the Knights had a shot at a
victory going into the final
two weight classes, only to
lose both. Then UCF werit up
against Purdue in a match
dominated by the superior
Boilermakers. The Knights
returned to Central Florida to
whip the Stetson Hatters who
are in the first year of their
wrestling porgram. The
Knights won all but two matches, and those two were lost
by forfeit:

Futur.e-Jailu~ 'l!J,
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Golf Glnd t·ennis teams
prepare for seasons

Sports B·riefs

competition for men's A and
B , divisions, and women. .
Faculty and staff, as well as by Dan Russo
Future sports
students, are encouraged to
participate.
The UCF Men's · tennis
team opened its 1984 season
The spring Recreational with an impressive 8-1 win
Services Coed Volleyball over Georgia State, Jan. 11,
League is scheduled to get in Atlanta.
.
underway Thursday, Feb. 2,
The Knigl its, ranked siXth
with a noon team captain's nationally in Division II last
meeting in R.S. 117. Anyone year, will be guided this
Entries for this year's In- interested in entering a team season by first-year coach Jay
Preliminary competition in tramural Singles ~~cquetball or playing on one is a~ked to Williams, a former UCF
this year's "Great IM tourney are due in the Recrea- attend the meeting. Games baseball player.
Shootout" will be held next tional Services office by will be played on Tuesday
According to Williams,
week on Monday, Wednesday Wednesday, Feb. 1. The tour- and/or Thursday at noon on UCF ''won very easily'' over
and Thursday evenings at the nament will be held Friday the outdoor courts near the Georgia State, but said that
gym during the intramural evening, .Feb. 3, and Satur- pool. Call 275-2408 or stop by the team was still not polishbasketball games. Par- ·day, Feb. 4, at the UCF R.S. 101 for more informa- ed. The Knights won very
ticipants will "shoot out" courts. There will be levels of tion.
easily indeed, as almost every
match was totally dominated
by UCF. All eight of UCF's
Sunshine State Conference Basketball Standings
matches were won in straight
sets, including three doubles
Overall
Conf.
matches.
Women
Men
Overall
Conf.
The Knights were not so
14-5
U. of Tampa
6-0
lucky in their second outing
3-0
10-7
7-2
Rollins
3-2
Fla. Southern
of the spring, Jan. 12, agal.nst
2-1
6-11
12-6
3-2
UCF
DCF
Georgia Tech in Atlanta. ·The
2-1
7-11
5-14
Fla. Southern
3-2
U. of Tampa
Knights could · do nothing
2-1
8-9
6-11
3-3
St. Leo
Rollins
right as they were routed 5-1.
1-3
6-11
6-6
2-3
St. Leo
Biscayne
0-4
Despite the loss, Williams
6-7
Eckerd
4-9
1-4
Eckerd
feels this season's men's team
2-14
FIT
0-5
Leading average conference scorers
is much stronger than last
Leading averag~ conference scorers
year's. He said the team's
. Wolf-U. of Tampa-17.5
Ross-Biscayne-21.0
main goal for the season is to
Noles-Eckerd-16.3
Miller-U. of Tampa-19.2
to the national championgo
Lee-UCF-14.0
Kinney-Rollins-18.8
ship.
Brase-UCF-13.0
McDonald-St. Leo-18.6
Van Tongeren-UCF-12.7
The UCF golf team is putStanley-Fla. Southern-18.5

There will be an organizational meeting for the newly
formed UCF Track Club. The
meeting is scheduled for Feb.,
7 at 4 p.m. in room 211 of the
Student Center. Coordinator
Jake Bowmer urges all interested persons to attend.
For more information, call
275-4802 or 275-4325.

.. •·

from the free throw line with
25 shots each. The top six
men and six women will win
T-shirts and the right to enter
the final competition at
halftime of the UCF vs. FIT
men's basketball game on
Feb. 7. You can enter one time
per night just by showing up
at the gymnasium between 7
and 11 p.m.
• ·• •

•••

ting its way into the ~984 spring season this weekend in
Tampa after what coach
Wayne Mendel calls a successful fall season.
The team, after winning
three of six official fall tour·naments, will tra~el to Tampa
to com·p ete in the Hall of
Fame .Invitationai which .
starts today and ends Monday.
Mendel said the team excee~ed even his own ·expectations this fall by winning the
three tournaments and placing second twice and third
once.
Mendel could not attribute
the team's success to one
player, saying that the team
had standout performances
from many individuals.
Mendel did commend the play
of freshmen Joe Regner, who
won two tournaments for
UCF and finished number one
for the Knights in the fall, as
well as sophomore Mike
Freeman, Joe Foguth and
Yngve Nilsson.
The Hall of Fame Invitational will be· hosted by the
University of Tampa and will
include UCF rival Rollins College, Floriqa Atlantic,
Georgia Tech, Columbus College, Huntington College and
a few community colleges. .

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
·BusinessAdm~nistrati~n (M.B.A.J
Students & Facul!y

ColneMeet

Jack Davis,

Senior Vice President/
Sector Executive ·o t
Harris Corporation
lnfor•atlon Syste•s Sector

u

As Senio~ Vice President and Sector ~x~cutive of.the Fortune 200 Harris Corporation,
~nformat1on System~ Sector, M~. Davis 1s responsible for the company's thrust into the
m~egrate~ l~format1on Proc~ss~ng Systems marketplace. Mr. Davis began his career
wit~ Har~1s m 1962 as an Eng1~~~r and P.rogressed through various engineering and·
engmeernig management act1v1t1es to his current position. Mr. Davis is a member of
the President's Board of Advisors at the University of Central Florida.
Mr. Davis

will host an Open House on Tuesday.January 31, from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00

P·~· at Johnny's. Pizza Plac~, _4908. Lake Und~rhill Road. Engineering, Computer

Science and Business Admm1strat1on students are cordially invited to
attend. ~efreshments. wil~ be served. Don't miss this opportunity to personally discuss
careers m the dynamic high-technology electronics environ_ment of Harris
Corporation. On campus interviews will be held on Wednesday,February 1.
Arrangements ca~ be made at the Placement Office.

HARRIS CORPORATION TODAY:
Harris Corp~ration is at the leading edge of an exciting new era in the Information
!echnol<;>gy mdustr~. Over the past~ y~ars we have developed an extensive line of
information processing and communication products which generate worldwide
annual sales 9f ~ore than $1.4 billion. Harris .is the largest elect~on·ics company
headquartered m the southeast U.S., employing 22,000 people in 35 plants worldwide.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V.

m

s
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Above, Coach Michaels (second from left) watches quarterback Gene Bradley work. Below,
dormite Knights welcome the Generals.
Tim Barto/Future

in

Herschel Walker (34) and his teammates are running tough
practice.
·

'\
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UCF NIGHT

SHANE'S HAIR DESIGNS
671-4700
$2.50 off mens hairstyle
$3.00 off ladles ·hairstyle

lbGK
WHAT YOU ,CAN· GET
FOR ·YOUR FRIENDS
WITH YOUR UCF l.D.
Every Wed. Night 9· Closing
1

* 2 ·for 1 cocktails
*Giant 23oz. Beer5 $1.50
*Appetizers
*Snacks
*Nachos
Friday 2 for 1
_Saturday 3 for 1

10-Close
10-11

. Orlando Fashion Square Mall
898-6041

Includes: Shampo0, condition,
precision cut, blow dry. San Jose Center _
2234 Winter Wood Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792

exp. 4-30-84

G.BROCK MAGRUDER,M.D.
OPHTHALMOLOGY
·takes pleasure in ·a nnouncing
the opening of full contact
lens services at his new ofnc"e

545 PARK AVENUE NORTH
WINTER PARK
Offering a complete line of
contact lens fitting .and care.
Call for information about
our one-day serv~ce on
Daily or Extended Wear
Contact Lens fitting·.

USFL --from page 19
the . Generals staff, system,
and playbook and is trying to
get loosened up after his 16
game NFL se'ason, which
finished in December. When
asked about playing two
back-to-back seasons Sipe
said, "I'm not worried about
the mental challenge. The
physical strain will be the
tough part."
Other additions to the team
include NFL All-Pro corner· .
back Monte Jackson, who
was released _by the Super
Bowl champion Los Angeles
Raiders last November, and
· former Georgia All-American .
defensive. end Freddie
Gilbert.
Both Walker and Sipe were
optimistic about the upcoming season and the Generals
new head coach. Walker said
that he feels "very . good"
about Michaels, and added
that with the acquisition of a
Walt Michaels type of offense

and quarterback the caliber of
Sipe, ''the offense is not going
to be predictable." Sipe said
that "the offensive line is
very surprising," but he has
not been wor kfng with
Walker long enough to make
1'-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ any kind of evaluation of him .

(305) 629-6655

1-800-432-3994

..
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Chapel service good
repose for Redskins
by Rick Brunson
Future sports

TAMPA--If there was a
reason for the Washington
Redskins lopsided loss to the
Los Angeles Raiders in the
Super Bowl last weekend, it
was not because they did not
pray hard enough.. They did
plenty of that the night before
at the Redskins Super Bowl
chapel service.
The service, held in the Airport Holiday Inn's Grand
Ball Room, was in stark contrast to the rest of the bowl
festivities. What was happening in the hotel lobby that
Saturday night could only be
called sheer frenzy.
Hundreds of fans jammed
the hotel, shrieking and seeking autographs or perhaps a
glimpse of a real Redskin.
Rumors of sightings swept
through the crowd--here a
"hog, " there a "hog,"
everywhere a "hog, hog."
They came in droves to the
home where the Redskins
roamed and the beer and the
whiskey flowed free. Ticket
scalpers were on the warpath
waiting in ambush for any
hard-up fan with '' heapum
wam.pum.''
The scene down the hotel's
corridor in the roped-off
ballroom was ·a lot different.
Th-e chapel service provided
sanctuary for the players,
their families and some invited guests; no glaring
television ca mer as or
Harvey-from page 19
been named to the AllSunshine State Conference
team, All-Region and
Academic All-American in
1981, ai;id last year was a
third team All-American. She
has also been the team's
assist leader for the past two
years, setting a record in 1981
with 171.
For the past three years
Harvey credits a thl~tic
trainer Kathy Fox for keeping
her injuries to a minimum and
keeping her playing. But
much credit should be given
to Harvey herself. She is a
leader on and off the court,
and one can see by watching ·
her that she is an extra effort
player. At 5-feet-5-inches tall
she is not as naturally an imposing figure on the basketball court as the taller women,
but she has a heart big
enough to make that an insignificant matter.

Take stock in America

U.S. Savings
Bonds. 'Cause
a country can't
live on
love alone .

reporters were present.
half of the. Redskin players
Through a side door they are Christians.
"We choose to honor God
filed; "Wall Street" Joe
Theismann, brawny Dave after every victory and every
Butz and some of the other defeat," Vines said.
players.
Carolyn Brenn, the
Darrell Green, the rookie
cornerback who was to set a chaplain's wife, sang a solo
Super Bowl record for the and then coach Joe Gibb~
longest punt return the ·n ext took to the platform to exhort
day, led in prayer~· r~e team's ~s players and the audience.
chaplain, Jim Brenn, then
Gibbs, quoting from the
welcomed the crowd of about
500 to the special service. third chapter of St. Paul's
Tom Russell and the Jubila- epistle to the Colossians, said
tion Singers, a group from two things should motivate
Calvary Assembly of God in the Redskins to play better
Winter Park, put the group to ·football and the audience to
clapping with some contem- live better lives.
porary Christian songs.
Brenn came back to the
In the passage Paul told the
platform and introduced Ken Colossian believers to "do
Coffey, the Redskins' strong whatever you do heartily as
safety, and Vic Vines, who is unto the Lord."
on the team's injured reserve
list. Both men talked about
Gibbs said, ''We should do
their faith in Jesus Christ and everything we do heartily for
how it related to their life on him. I hope that's the way we
the Redskin squad.
play tomorrow. We should
keep our eyes on hjm. If we
"The Lord has lead me to a can do those two things,
team that in a lot of way·s is we've got the world."
very unique and very
special," Vines said.
Gibbs' Sunday school
teacher, George Sterill, told a
Vines attributed one of the few classroom anecdotes
team's special qualities, ~he about the head coach, and
family-type atmosphere, to then Bobby Jones and his
the caring attitude of head group New Life, back-up performers for Barbara Mancoach Joe Gibbs.
drell, came out and roused the
Vines said another quality audience with soulful rendiwas the team's "common tions of "Angels Watching
Christian bond." Assistant Over Me" and "We Give You
chaplain Greg Wigfield says Praise."
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idea of throwing good money
after bad.
A solution has been proposed and I suspect that it will be
approved by the Board of
Regents. I believe that this
proposal, despite being approved by a student-faculty
committee, did not reflect the
general sentiment of the student body. ·r doubt that the
committee even addressed
the proposal in a yes or no
manner. The question was
just a matter of how much
and how it was to be administered. '
On the basis of these two
points I cannot support any
form of athletic fee. I could
not be inclined to do so until
the administration proposed
some other solution besides
money.
The
athletic

program's woes do not lie in a
lack of money, but rather in a
lack of support from the
students and the community.
The administrative forces
behind this issue certainly
cannot be so incognizant to
assume that an additional fee
for athletics can enlist more
support for the program.
Nonetheless, the administration ha& seen fit to force the
proposal through.
Any more discussion on the
issue is futile since- it is apparent that the proposal will
become a reality. The matter
has been resolved for us. The
administration has found a
way to pay for the program.
The only question now is how
we the students will pay for
it.

McGr'U.ff.
The
CruneDog

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
· The First Baptist Church of Oviedo
Dr. Wiiiiam R. Marr J Pastor
Stan Tiiiman, Minister of Youth 8r Education
. Just 5 miles north of UCF ori Alafaya Trail

V. Rand Sal~g~ver, Attorney
·f~r;~ongl Injury and

Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
Crim~nal Law

SANCTUARY

Initial consultation
available without c~ge
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida ·(305) 841-0342

$$$ PART TIME $$$
• Opportunity to build an
_emploYJDent record.
• Gain valuable job
•
experience.
• Two shifts (10-2),(5-9)
• No selling- Set appointments for representitives ·
• Training program availa·b le
• Altamonte Springs area.

FOR INTERVIEW
CALL 331-0066
Colorado
Prime
Inc.

Member of Chamber
of Commerce and
Bettar Business
Bureau (Orlando and
Seminole Counties.)

Education· Building

. Metro Orlando's Oldest Baptist Church
Fresh! Alive! Exciting! Bible·C~ntered!
Evangelistic! A Church on the Grow!
~\nch~red to the rock, and planning for the (uture•
College & Career Blble Study 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:30 & 11:00 a.m.
Warm Evening Worship Service 7 p.m,.
Call for times of:
Wednesday Pra.ver Meeting & Choirs
Co-Sponsor of UCF Baptist Campus Ministry

UCF STUDENTS ARE WELCOME AT ALL TIMES
Call for free transportation

Office: 365-3484
24-Hour Message Service
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I. LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

!!!fl."..

~~
ALTERNATORS
AS
LOW AS

19 •99

:;::~cE
WITH
EXCHANGE

SAVI 10.00

Sunday to Sunday
7:00 am to 11 :00 pm
621 O S. Orange Blossom Trail -859-6171
541 O Silver Star Roac;I ·-298-8230
3098 Aloma Avenue- 677-5488
5687 Curry Ford Road -282-0572

SAVE 90~

